Visit to Hi-Tech Floriculture Farm

157 students of second year BBA visited hi-tech floriculture farm of Zerbra flowers on 27/8/2012 at Nasura. The entire group went in three buses. Enthusiasm of farm owners was at its peak. The villagers welcomed and greeted us at temple Nasura where all were served snacks and cold drinks. The group proceeded towards the farm in the three specially arranged tractor trailers. It was a joy ride of one kilometre beyond expectations of anyone. The group was split into two and they all visited the two domes of Zerbra flowers. A little dismay awaited us as the farmers informed that only a few days ago debudding activity has been carried out hence there were lacking blooms. The owners explained in detail entire procedure of floriculture to students and also gifted flowers to them.

This was a very different kind of plant visit where the hospitality of villagers showed no bounds. All were served chilled mineral water at the end of the visit. Our students gave chocolates and toffees for village children and thanked the farm owners. The college is especially thankful to Miss. Rozy Patel for arranging this visit and taking personal interest.